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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
COUNTY OF SANTA FE
STATE OF NEW MEXICO

BARBARA LOPEZ,
Plaintiff,
D-101-CV-2019-02594

No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Case assigned to Biedscheid, Bryan

vs.
CITY OF SANTA FE, JOHN MUNOZ
(personally and as Department of Parks &
Recreation Director), AFSCME Local
3999, and MICHELLE GUTIERREZ
(personally and as AFSCME Local 3999
President)
Defendant.

COMPLAINT FOR VIOLATIONS OF THEMINIMUM WAGE ACT, SANTA FE
LIVING WAGE ORDINANCE, HUMAN RIGHTS ACT, AND
WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT
Barbara Lopez ("Lopez"), through undersigned counsel, for her Complaint for
Violations of the New Mexico Minimum Wage Act (NMSA § 50-4-1 et seq.)
("NMMWA"), the City of Santa Fe Living Wage Ordinance (Santa Fe City Code of 1987
("SFCC 1987") § 28-1.1 et seq.) ("SFLWO"), and the New Mexico Whisteblower
Protection Act (NMSA § 10-16C-l et seq.) ("WPA") against the City of Santa Fe
("City") and for Violations of the New Mexico Human Rights Act (NMSA § 28-1-1 et seq.)
("NMHRA") against the City, Munoz ("Munoz"), American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees Local 3999 ("AFSCME Local 3999" or "the Union"), and
Michelle Gutierrez ("Gutierrez") states:

PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE
1.

From on or about February 3, 1997 to the present, September 23, 2019, City has
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employed Lopez as a full-time employee, classified as "non-exempt" under the NMMW A
and SFLWO, and paid strictly on an hourly basis.
2.

In a "continuing course of conduct" under NMSA § 50-4-32, from June 2017 back

to as early as 2002, City violated NMMWA and SFLWO by requiring Lopez to work an
extreme schedule of "on-call" time, while not allowing her to record all such time as
"hours worked," and in turn failed to pay the minimum wage or, at times, its agreed-upon
overtime rates under NMMW A and SFLWO owed for all such hours worked.
3.

In these and other respects under NMSA § 28-1-7 (A), over the same time period

and continuing to the present, the City and Mufi.oz, its Director of the Department of Parks
and Recreation ("Parks & Rec"), violated NMHRA by refusing to promote Lopez and
discriminating in "matters of compensation, terms, conditions or privileges of
employment" against Lopez based upon her sex, sexual orientation, and in retaliation for
her complaints regarding the same matters. And Mufi.oz "aided," "abetted," "incited,"
"compelled," or "coerced" these practices in violation ofNMSA § 28-1-7 (I) (1 ).
4.

In cooperation with and facilitation of these and other practices under NMSA § 28-

1-7 (A), over the same time period and continuing to the present, AFSCME Local 3999
violated NMHRA by discriminating against Lopez, its "member," based upon her sex,
sexual orientation, and in retaliation for her complaints regarding the same matters. And
Gutierrez (its President) "aided," "abetted," "incited," "compelled," or "coerced" these
practices in violation ofNMSA § 28-1-7 (I) (1).
5.

In these and other respects under NMSA § 10-16C-3, over the past two years since

Lopez complained of the non-payment of call-time and the failure to support, promote, or
compensate her, the City violated NMWP A not only by ongoing withholding of
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advancement, support, and fair pay, but also by reclassifying Lopez into a new level with
lower compensation and promotion prospects, and by not allowing Lopez any variance
from this new system, although-upon information and belief-the City has selectively
deviated from the new system for others who have not raised complaints of the type Lopez
has raised.
6.

Lopez at all relevant times was and currently is a resident of the City of Santa Fe,

New Mexico.
7.

City at all relevant times was a political sub-division of the State of New Mexico,

see Your Food Stores, Inc. v. Village of Espanola, 68 N.M. 327,329,361 P.2d 950,952,
cert. denied, 368 U.S. 915, 82 S.Ct. 194, 7 L.Ed.2d 131 (1961); was an "employer" of

Lopez within the meaning of§ 50-4-21 (B) NMSA 1978, § 28-1-2 (B) and (A), and§ 1016C-2 (C)(2); is obliged to pay its workers the SFLWO pursuant to SFCC 1987 § 281. 5(A)(l ); can be sued pursuant to NMSA § 50-4-26, NMSA § 28-1-13 (A), NMSA § 1016C-4, and SFCC 1987 § 28-1.8(C); is entirely located in the First Judicial District; and in
substantial part is located, may be found, and "resides" in Santa Fe County within the
meaning of§ 38-3-1 (A) NMSA 1978.
8.

Upon information and belief, Mufi.oz at all relevant time was and currently is a

resident of the City of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
9.

AFSCME Local 3999 at all relevant times was a "labor organization" within the

meaning of§ 28-1-2 (F) NMSA 1978 and§ 28-1-7 (B) NMSA 1978; had Lopez as its
"member" within the meaning of§ 28-1-7 (B) NMSA 1978; can be sued pursuant to
NMSA § 28-1-13 (A); has done and does business from a principal office located at 1420
Cerrillos Road, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505; is entirely located in the First Judicial
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District; and in substantial part is located, may be found, and "resides" in Santa Fe County
within the meaning of§ 38-3-1 (A) NMSA 1978.
10.

Upon information and belief, Gutierrez at all relevant times was and currently is a

resident of the City of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
11.

The residence of Lopez in the City of Santa Fe, location and "residence" of City,

Mufi.oz, AFSCME Local 3999, and Gutierrez in the County of Santa Fe, and/or fact that
City, Mufi.oz, AFSCME Local 3999, and Gutierrez "may be found" in the First Judicial
District make venue in this Court proper pursuant to §38-3-1 (A) NMSA 1978.
12.

The unlawful wage, human rights, and whistleblower-retaliation practices against

Lopez alleged herein were committed by Defendants on dates from 2002 through the date
of this Complaint, entirely within the First Judicial District, in Santa Fe, New Mexico,
thereby making this action timely, and conferring jurisdiction over the parties and subject
matter hereto in this Court.
13.

These statutory claims under NMMW A, NMHRA, WPA, and the municipal code

claim under SFLWO are not subject to the New Mexico Tort Claims Act ("NMTCA"),
which was enacted in 1976.
14.

Amended several times since 1976, by a legislature fully aware of the existence of

NMTCA, NMHRA is an express legislative waiver of the partial immunity otherwise
created by the NMTCA.
15.

NMHRA defines its covered employers to include "any person employing four or

more persons and any person acting for an employer" and defines "person" to include "the
state and all of its political subdivisions." See §28-1-2 (A) and (B) NMSA 1978.
16.

In addition, while setting forth the process by which an aggrieved person may
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appeal any administrative determination to the district court, NMHRA dictates "the state
shall be liable the same as a private person." See §28-1-13 (D) NMSA 1978.
17.

NMMWA has been amended several times since 1976, by a legislature fully aware

of the existence ofNMTCA, and is also an express legislative waiver of the partial
immunity otherwise created by the NMTCA.
18.

NMMWA defines its covered employers to include "the state or any political

subdivision of the state" with respect to the obligation to pay a minimum wage for each
hour worked. See §50-4-21 (B) NMSA 1978.
19.

Enacted in 2010, by a legislature fully aware of the existence ofNMTCA, WPA is

an express legislative waiver of the partial immunity otherwise created by the NMTCA.
20.

WPA not only defines its covered employers to include public employers; the entire

statute is expressly limited to public employers. See §10-16C-2 (C) NMSA 1978. That is,
the entire purpose and effect of WP A is to create specific liability of public employers in
waiver of prior NMTCA immunity.
21.

SFLWO was also enacted in 2002 by a City Council fully aware of the existence of

NMTCA, deliberately subjects City to the SFLWO in SFCC 1987 § 28-1.5(A)(l), and is
thus an express municipal waiver of the partial immunity otherwise created by the
NMTCA.
22.

Pursuant to the New Mexico Supreme Court decision in Luboyeski v. Hill, 117

N.M. 380, 382, 872 P.2d 353, 355 (1994), NMTCA does not supersede or override
NMMWA, NMHRA, WPA, or SFLWO.
23.

Pursuant to NMMWA, § 37-1-5 NMSA 1978 and§ 37-1-24 NMSA 1978, Lopez

has timely filed this Complaint prior to the expiration of three years from the date on
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which the most recent NMMW A and SFLWO violations occurred, allowing her likewise
to pursue and to recover for all prior years in which City engaged in its continuing course
of conduct of non-payment of wages, regardless of the date on which they occurred. See
NMMW A, § 50-4-32.
24.

Pursuant to NMHRA, § 28-1-13 (D) NMSA 1978, Lopez has timely filed this

Complaint prior to the expiration of 90 days after the New Mexico Human Rights Bureau
("NMHRB") issued its Order of Non-Determination (on September 10, 2019) with respect
to the Charge of Discrimination Lopez timely filed against Defendants (on June 23, 2019)
within 300 days of the last acts of discrimination and retaliation herein alleged. See
NMHRA, § 28-1-10 (A) and§ 28-1-13 (A).
25.

Pursuant to WPA, § 10-16C-6 NMSA 1978, Lopez has timely filed this Complaint

prior to the expiration of two years from the date on which the most recent WPAretaliation violations occurred.
26.

The court has jurisdiction over the parties and subject matter pursuant to the

NMMWA, § 50-4-26 NMSA 1978; NMHRA, § 28-1-13 (C) NMSA 1978; WPA, § 1016C-4 NMSA 1978; Article VI, §13 of the Constitution of the State of New Mexico; and
SFCC 1987 § 28-1.8(C).
27.

This Court has personal jurisdiction over City because City is organized,

conducted business, and continues to conduct business in Santa Fe County.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS RELEVANT TO ALL CLAIMS
28.

Lopez has been employed by the City since February 3, 1997.

29.

Since 2002, Lopez has been in Parks & Rec Special Events Administrator and

Special Events Coordinator (2011). Throughout those positions, Lopez's primary
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responsibility was and is coordinating all of the City's events occurring on Parks & Rec
premises, which include but are not limited to all "markets" and festivals on the City
Plaza, street closures required for events and film permits, and all youth and adult sporting
events at City Parks. Over the years that she has done this work:
a.

the special events have multi plied by a factor of five times or more;

b.

the City has done nothing to provide Lopez more staff or assistance in

administering these events;
c.

Lopez, in turn, has had to work enormous amounts of overtime, including

as much as 15 years of weekend time when she has been kept "on call" for as many
as 12 to 18 hours per weekend day /night; and
d.

the City prohibited Lopez from reporting and being compensated for all

such hours as "hours worked," pursuant to applicable standards under the
NMMWAand SFLWO.
30.

Under applicable legal standards, for several hours each week since 2002, City has

required Lopez to be "on call," but not paid her for all the hours she was "engaged to
wait," despite the fact that all hours she was on call must be considered compensable hours
worked, considering:
a.

while Lopez was not required to stay on City premises for all the hours she

was on call, she was required to remain so close thereto that she could not use the
time effectively for her own purposes;
b.

time Lopez spent away from the City's premises was under conditions so

circumscribed that they restricted Lopez from effectively using the time for
personal pursuits;
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c.

thus, for example, on weekends of special events, Lopez was unable to

leave the City, go to family events, or take any vacation time, because of the
anticipated volume and response-needs of calls;
d.

in a single 24-hour period when she was "on call" for special events, Lopez

might receive as many as 12 calls, and over the years, she averaged 6-7 calls per
on-call period;
e.

in various circumstances, an adequate response to the "call" could not be

managed simply by telephone and would, instead, require traveling to the City
Plaza or a City Park on as little as 15 minutes-notice;
f.

on many occasions, Lopez would have to go to the event location in order

to resolve the matter raised by the call; and
g.

there was absolutely no other employee of the City with whom Lopez could

"trade" her on-call shifts; Lopez was the only individual at the City knowledgeable
of and able to manage all the on-call responsibilities associated with each event.
31.

Lopez was and is paid by City on a bi-monthly basis.

32.

For substantial periods of time since 2002, City committed to pay Lopez "time and

a half' for hours worked over forty (40) hours per workweek.
33.

Lopez has often worked more than forty (40) hours in a single seven-day

workweek.
34.

While some overtime hours appeared on Lopez's pay stubs, the City prohibited

Lopez from reporting/claiming and being paid for other overtime hours that, as a matter
oflaw, in view of the surrounding circumstances (including but not limited to those
enumerated above), were and should have been paid as "hours worked" under NMMW A
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and SFLWO.
35.

City thus failed to pay to Lopez minimum and overtime wages as required by law

and as agreed by the City terms of employment.
36.

This failure to pay Lopez fairly-even with respect to "hours worked"-is also

part of a broader pattern in which the City, over Lopez's career, has discriminated against
Lopez by failing to increase her pay, benefits, responsibility, classification, job title, or
rank commensurate with the growth of her position and long tenure within Parks & Rec.
37.

Over this same time period, City male and heterosexual coworkers with similar or

fewer years' experience and responsibility have received promotions, support staff,
advancement to "supervisor" or "superintendent" status accompanied by higher pay,
paygrade-classifications, and better promotion prospects or "career ladders."
38.

On these and other grounds throughout her employment, the City, its Parks &

Recreation Department, including Director John Mufi.oz ("Mufi.oz"), and Local 3999 and
its President Gutierrez discriminated against Lopez on the basis of her sex (female) and
sexual orientation (homosexual), which have been known to the City, the Union, and all
her coworkers since Lopez first became employed by the City in 2002.
39.

While AFSCME Local 3999 may have certain authority to bargain with the City on

behalf of its employees with respect to wages or other conditions of work, NMMW A does
not allow the City to negotiate a violation of its terms. NMMW A only recognizes the
ability of a union "to establish wages or other conditions of work in excess of the

applicable minimum" under NMMW A § 50-4-28 NMSA 1978 (emphasis added).
40.

By purporting to agree to discriminatory terms whereby Lopez would be denied

even a minimum wage for extensive on-call hours, and by cooperating in City's other
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discriminatory and retaliatory practices against Lopez, the Union discriminated against
Lopez.
41.

Lopez has also observed Mufi.oz and others in Parks & Rec objectify women and

treat women who conform to gender stereotypes in their conduct and appearance more
favorably than others, like Lopez, who does not conform to those stereotypes.
42.

Further, in March 2019, Lopez submitted a proposal for the City to reassess,

upgrade, and reclassify her position as a supervisor, with corresponding increase in pay
commensurate with her responsibilities.
43.

Three months later, in June 2019, Mufi.oz admitted he had still not even read, let

alone given any consideration to, the proposal.
44.

Lopez felt insulted and treated as if she does not exist, despite the fact that the

work she has been doing for 17 years for the City, without material assistance, drives
substantial revenue including tourism, increased consumer activity at City establishments,
and corresponding tax receipts inuring to the City's great benefit.
45.

Finally, after Lopez began raising these issues for the City to address, the City and

Local 3999 cooperated in a new classification and compensation system that, through a
suspicious process that appears to be a pretext for discrimination and retaliation, has
reclassified Lopez into a new level with lower compensation and promotion prospects.
And upon information and belief, the City and Local 3999 have selectively deviated from
the results of this new system for others, but not for Lopez.

COUNTI
(Violations ofNMMWA, NMSA § 50-4-19 et seq. and§ 50-4-2)
46.
herein.

Lopez repeats and realleges the preceding allegations as though set forth fully

47.

City violated the NMMW A by not paying Lopez minimum wages for each hour

worked each week as is required by the NMMWA and its agreement of employment.
48.

In addition, pursuant to NMSA § 50-4-2, City was obliged to pay:
... for services rendered from the first to the fifteenth days, inclusive, of any
calendar month by the twenty-fifth day of the month during which services
are rendered, and for all services rendered from the sixteenth to the last day of
the month, inclusive, of any calendar month by the tenth day of the
succeeding month.

49.

By the above, ongoing non-payment of minimum wages for "services rendered" by

Lopez in the way of on-call time throughout her employment, City violated NMSA § 504-2.
50.

Defendant's NMMWA violations occurred and are occurring as part of a

continuing course of conduct as provided by NMSA § 50-4-32.
51.

Lopez's complaints about these violations have been met with retaliation by the

City, including but not limited to demotion and denial of promotion, in violation of NMSA
§ 50-4-26.1.
52.

Plaintiff has been damaged in an amount equal to her unpaid wages, pay and

benefits she would have received for denied promotions, as well as all other remedies
allowed by law.
53.

Pursuant to the NMMW A and besides unpaid and underpaid wages, Plaintiff is

also entitled to statutory interest, an additional amount equal to twice the unpaid or
underpaid wages, reasonable attorneys' fees and other appropriate injunctive relief
COUNT II
(ViolationsofSFLWO, SFCC 1987, §28-1.1 et seq.)

54.

Lopez repeats and realleges the preceding allegations as though set forth fully

herein.
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55.

City violated SFLWO by not paying Lopez minimum wages for each hour

worked each week as is required by the SFLWO, and its agreement of employment.
56.

Defendant's violations occurred and are occurring as part of a continuing course

of conduct.
57.

Lopez's complaints about these violations have been met with retaliation by the

City, including but not limited to demotion and denial of promotion, in violation of SFCC
1987 § 28-1.6.
58.

Plaintiff has been damaged in an amount equal to their unpaid overtime wages,

pay and benefits she would have received for denied promotions, as well as all other
remedies allowed by law.
59.

Pursuant to the SFLWO, and besides unpaid and underpaid wages, Plaintiff is also

entitled to statutory interest, an additional amount equal to twice the unpaid or underpaid
wages, reasonable attorneys' fees and other appropriate injunctive relief
COUNT III
(Violations ofNMHRA, NMSA § 28-1-1 et seq.)

60.

Lopez repeats and realleges the preceding allegations as though set forth fully

herein.
61.

In violation ofNewMexico Statutes§ 28-1-7 (1)(1) and (2), Defendants engaged

in, aided, abetted, incited, compelled and/or coerced forms of threats, reprisal, retaliation,
and discrimination against Lopez on the basis of her sex, sexual orientation, and having
"opposed [an] unlawful discriminatory practice" with respect to the same conduct by City,
Mufi.oz, AFSCME Local 3999, and Gutierrez.
62.

Under New Mexico Statutes§ 28-1-13, Defendants are liable to Lopez for her

resulting compensatory damages, including but not limited to back pay, front pay,
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employee benefits, and emotional distress, and for reasonable attorney fees, and litigation
costs including but not limited to expert fees.

COUNTIV
(Violations ofWPA, NMSA § 10-16C-l et seq.)
63.

Lopez repeats and realleges the preceding allegations as though set forth fully

herein.
64.

City is a "public employer" of Lopez within the meaning of New Mexico Statutes §

10-16C-2 (C)(2).
65.

Lopez by complaints to City regarding NMMW A, SFLWO, and NMHRA

violations:
a.

communicate[ d] to the public employer or a third party information about

an action or a failure to act that the public employee believes in good faith
constitutes an unlawful or improper act;
b.

provide[ d] information to, or testifie[ d] before, a public body as part of an

investigation, hearing or inquiry into an unlawful or improper act; and
c.

object[ed] to or refuse[d] to participate in an activity, policy or practice that

constitutes an unlawful or improper act.

See §10-16C-2 (C)(3) NMSA 1978.
66.

City took and continues to take retaliatory actions against Lopez for these reports in

the form of its ongoing failure and refusal to pay Lopez even a minimum wage for her
extensive on-call time; its refusal to increase Lopez's pay, benefits, responsibility,
classification, job title, or rank commensurate with the growth of her position and long
tenure within Parks & Rec; its withholding of promotions, support staff, advancement to
"supervisor" or "superintendent" status accompanied by higher pay, paygrade13

classifications, and better promotion prospects or "career ladders"; its new classification
and compensation system that has reclassified Lopez into a new level with lower
compensation and promotion prospects; and in its selective deviation from the results of
this new system for others, but not for Lopez.
67.

On such bases, City committed whistleblower retaliation in violation of New

Mexico Statutes § I O-l 6C-3.
68.

Under New Mexico Statutes§ 10-16C-4, City is liable to Lopez for actual damages,

including but not limited to back pay, front pay, lost employee benefits including but not
limited to retirement benefits under the Public Employees Retirement Association, and
emotional distress, instatement to the position and seniority status she would have had but
for the violation, two times the amount of back pay with interest on the back pay,
compensation for special damages including emotional distress sustained as a result of the
violation, and litigation costs and reasonable attorney fees.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Lopez requests as to her claims for violations of the minimumwage provisions of the NMMW A and SFLWO, and pursuant to NMHRA and WP A, that
she be awarded:

A

unpaid or underpaid wages;

B.

twice the unpaid or underpaid wages;

C.

back and front pay and benefits;

D.

twice the back pay;

E.

lost wages and liquidated damages;

F.

pre- and post-judgment interest as permitted by law;
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G.

emotional distress;

H.

costs and reasonable attorneys' fees; and

I.

any such other and further relief as the Courts deems just and proper.
Respectfully Submitted,

-Isl Trent A. Howell -Electronically signedAttorney Trent A Howell
P.O. Box 2304
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504
trent@trentahowell.com
(505) 919-9158
and
WALCOTT, HENRY & WINSTON, PC

-Isl Donald A. Walcott - Electronically
signedDonald A Walcott
150 Washington Ave., Ste. 207
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
don@.wal cottl aw.com
(505) 982-9559
Counsel for Plaintiff Barbara Lopez
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